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Name of your Organisation:  Bhola's Children 

Name of the project TFN funded:  Physio and Carpentry 

Date Funded by TFN:  25th September 2016 

Were you able to undertake your 
project as planned? 

Yes 

Can you describe and/or 
demonstrate the specific impact 
that TFN funding has had against 
your initial objectives? 

TFN funding enabled our charity to employ a qualified physiotherapist 
to train our staff; it enabled us to enlarge our physio rooms; buy 
ultrasound, tens and massage machines.  Thus, giving us a fully 
functioning physiotherapy department, consisting of three full- time 
assistants working under the guidance for a physiotherapy consultant.    

Thirty-four boys have undertaken carpentry training for a year and 
have learnt the basic skills.  Six boys showed good aptitude for the 
work and the training thus enabling them to enter a training school in 
Dhaka.   Our dream is for these boys to start an assistive device centre 
in Bhola. 

Our physiotherapy department has improved the living condition of 
60 patients over the last year and will continue to do so, and the 
number of patients treated will increase as our reputation for 
improving people grows.  All the children are treated free but we 
charge for adults and this helps to generate an income which offsets 
our running costs. 

What portion of the project did 
TFN fund? 

100% 

How many direct beneficiaries 
did the TFN funded project 
reach? 

190 

How many indirect beneficiaries 
did the TFN funded project 
reach? 

640 

Were you able to leverage 
further funding as a result of TFN 
support? 

No 

 

Did you receive any pro-bono 
support, volunteer offers or 
introductions as a result of the 
event? 

No 

How important was TFN funding 
in helping you achieve your 
objectives? 

We would have found it difficult to achieve our objectives without 
TFN funding. 

Do you have any other 
comments or feedback on the 
experience of the TFN process? 

Both Bhola's Children UK and the local committee in Bangladesh were 
enormously grateful to TFN for accepting us on the presentation last 
September and for raising such a significant amount of money to help 
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us make a difference to the disabled people of Bhola Island. 

 


